CHAPTER 11:

Flip Flops

In this chapter, you will be building the part of the circuit that controls the command sequencing. The required circuit must operate the counter and the memory chip. When the teach pendant connector is not plugged in, the counter will advance with each clock pulse, incrementing the instruction address provided to the memory chip with each clock cycle. Also, the read/write input to the memory chip must be set to a logic 1 for read, so the instructions can be transferred to the output lines for execution by the robot.

When the teach pendant is plugged in, things are different. The counter must wait for an instruction to be written into the memory chip before it increments the address. Instructions for actions are programmed into the robot’s memory by holding down appropriate command buttons on the teach pendant, and then pressing ENTER. The enter key is what tells the memory chip to write an instruction into the memory location indicated by the counter’s current output (the address). Also, after an instruction set is written, the counter must increment the memory address by one, so that the memory chip will write the next instruction into the next address. The robot is designed to be programmed (taught) sequentially via the teach pendant. It is not possible to load instructions in any random order. When the ENTER key is pressed, the read/write pin on the memory IC, which is normally at a logic 1 for read, will receive a short pulse to 0, so a write into memory will occur.
To fully understand how the timing control circuit works, we need to introduce another electronic device called a **Flip Flop**. There are several different kinds of flip flops, but only one kind is needed in your robot. All flip flops are storage devices for digital signals. Flip flops have outputs and inputs. In addition, they have a special input called a clock input. The output is updated every time the appropriate clock input is received. What the output is updated to is dependent upon the data input. The output holds onto its value (or state) between clock signals, even if the data input changes. One of the distinctions between logic such as NANDs and NORs and flip flops is that a flip flop cannot be characterized only in terms of its current inputs. One also needs to know what the input was at the time the previous clock edge occurred. The only time the data input matters is when the clock signals the output to update.

The flip flop we will be using is called a **D flip flop**, and is shown schematically in Fig. 11.1. The data input goes to the D terminal. The clock input goes to the triangle. The output comes from Q or \( \overline{Q} \). This flip flop is positive edge triggered, which means that the output is updated every time the clock input changes from a logic 0 to a logic 1. The value of the Q output becomes whatever the value of the D input is at the time of the clock’s rising edge. \( \overline{Q} \) always has the opposite logic value of Q, and is provided as a convenience for building circuits. There are two more inputs; set (S) and reset (R). When either is at logic 1, regardless of the state of the clock, they override the D input and they make Q a 1 or 0, respectively. For the robot, both S and R will be grounded, and will thus have no impact on flip flop operation.

The circuit you will be building in this chapter can be divided into three parts: enter key detector, counter clock driver, and memory chip driver. The output of the enter key detector is an input to the second and third parts. The counter clock driver allows the robot’s clock signal to increment the counter when the teach pendant is not connected, and it allows the enter key to increment the counter when the teach pendant is connected. The memory chip driver does two things: it turns on the output data enable pin of the memory chip, and it sends a write pulse to the memory chip.

The output of the enter key detector circuit is a 1 when the teach pendant is not plugged in. If it is plugged in, the output will be a
zero, unless you push ENTER, in which case the output will be a 1 for one clock period, allowing the counter to increment once. It will then return to zero, where it waits for the next ENTER command. The enter key detector is shown in Fig. 11.2. The clock signal comes from the robot master clock. If the teach pendant is not plugged in, then point C stays at 0V, the right NAND has a zero input, and the output of the circuit at A is a logical 1 (5V). If the teach pendant is plugged in, then point C is pulled up to 5V, and the output of the right NAND, A, is the logical opposite of the output of left NAND. This means that A is a 1 only if both inputs to the left NAND are a 1. This only happens when a 1 has come out of the first flip flop, but has not entered the second flip flop yet. As a result, the output of the circuit is a 1 for exactly one clock period after the ENTER button is pressed. A 1 does not appear at the output of left NAND again until the ENTER button is released and pressed again.

The counter clock is driven by E in Fig. 11.2. This uses the output, A, from the enter key detector, and the robot’s clock in order to control the counter. Whenever the teach pendant is unplugged, A is high so the robot clock is fed through the NAND gate to E. This means that the output of the NAND gate is the opposite of the clock signal at any point in time. As we saw previously, the RC circuit with R7 and C7 will simply delay the rising and falling edges of the

Figure 11.1 The D Flip Flop
clock. When the counter receives a falling edge (its clock input transitions from high to low) then it adds one to the count. Note, the small time delay caused by R7 and C7 is important when the teach plug is attached because the memory is addressed by the counter, and the address cannot change as the data is being loaded into the memory. When the teach pendant is plugged in, point A remains at zero except for 1 clock cycle after the ENTER button is pushed. Therefore, the output of the NAND gate, pin 4, is a 1 regardless of the clock. So, the counter doesn’t change. When the ENTER Key is pushed, point A becomes a 1 for one clock period, and one clock pulse goes through to the counter, incrementing it once, making it ready for the next time an enter is pushed. As we shall see in the third part of this lab, the delay allows the instruction to be written into memory before the address, as indicated by the counter, is incremented.

The third part of the circuit, the memory chip driver, is shown in Fig. 11.3. Once again, point A is used as the input. There are two outputs. One output goes to the output data enable pin of the memory chip which acts as an output enable − causing the memory chip to transfer its internal stored bits to the output pins. The other output goes to the read/write pin. When the teach pendant is not plugged in, point A is a 1, so B is a 0. This causes the memory
chip to place data on the outputs (output enable is active low – which means that the output is enabled if the voltage on that input is low and disabled if it is high). When the teach pendant is plugged in, and before an ENTER is pressed, point A goes low, B goes high, data ready turns off, but the output, F, remains high (telling the memory to read). When ENTER is pressed, a series of events illustrated in Fig. 11.3 causes a zero pulse to come out of F. The lower half of Fig. 11.3 is called a timing diagram, where the voltage at each point is plotted against the same time axis. In this way, you can get a big picture as to what is happening.

Laboratory Exercises

1. Test both of the flip flops in the 4013. Wire the two clock inputs together, the D inputs together, the set inputs together, and the reset inputs together. Simulate the data input by wiring the D input (Pin 5 or 9) to either ground or +5V. That is, to make a logic 0, connect the pin to ground. To make a logic 1, connect the pin to 5V. Connect the set and reset pins to ground. Connect the power and ground pins to +5V and 0V respectively. Construct four LED indicator circuits as shown in Fig. 11.4. Note, you may use 1K resistors in place of the 330Ω resistors shown in the figure. Connect one to the Q output of the flip flop you are testing and one to the Q output, connect the third one to the D input, and the last one to the clock input. Adjust your function generator to provide a 0V to 5V square wave at a frequency of 1.0Hz (one pulse every second). Connect the function generator ground to circuit ground and the function generator signal to the clock inputs of the D flip flop (Pin 3 and 11). By moving the wire between +5V and ground, set the D input high or low. Check that the Q output responds.

2. Build the circuit of Fig. 11.2 on your protoboard. Note, only pins 2 and 13 of the 4013 should remain unused. Simulate the teach pendant by connecting two wires, one from each of the round bubbles on Fig. 11.2 to either +5V or open (disconnected). Once again, use the function generator as set up in step 1 for the clock
input. Attach an LED and resistor as shown in Fig. 11.4 to output A in Fig. 11.2. Check the A output first with both wires open.

3. Connect point C (R5 and pin 13) to +5V, to simulate the teach pendant being plugged into the robot. Leave the wire connected to R10 open, which simulates the case where the ENTER key is not activated.

4. Now connect the wire on R10 to +5V to simulate pressing the ENTER key.

5. Open the wire simulating the ENTER key.

6. Verify that point E is an inverted version of the clock when the teach pendant is disconnected (Point C open) and that it stops following the clock when the pendant is connected (Point C wired to +5V). Note, because of the low frequency of the function generator, you will not be able to see the slight delay on the scope. Don’t worry, it is there.

7. Construct the circuit shown in Fig. 11.3. Connect the function generator, with its frequency raised to 55Hz, to the A input on Fig. 11.3.

8. Look at the input (A) and the output (F) of Fig. 11.3 simultaneously by using both channels of your scope. Determine the time delay between the low-to-high transition of point A, and the start of the output pulse. Also, determine from the oscilloscope the duration of the output pulse.

9. Install these components on the robot PC board. Note that the NAND chip used for the restart circuit has two of the NAND gates you need to build the timing circuits. To test the timing circuit, we must install the teach pendant connector onto the robot. Follow the keypad assembly instructions in the Graymark robot assembly manual. You may wish to assemble the keypad before you come to class. Then set the +20V part of your power supply to +9V and attach it to the +9V pin of the robot PC board next to R9. Attach the power supply common to one of the GND pins of the robot PC board. Check that the output of your voltage regulator is still +5V when SW1 is on. Note, you can observe the output of the counter clock driver by sticking a resistor into pin 10 of the 16 pin socket and grabbing that resistor with a scope probe. Similarly, look at pins 18 and 20 of
the 22 pin socket with the resistor to observe the action of the memory driver circuit. Check all 3 points with the teach pendant disconnected, and connected, and connected with the enter key depressed. These circuits should perform just as they did on the protoboard. The pulse at pin 20 of the memory chip is quite short and only occurs when the enter key is pressed. Although you may not be able to see it on the scope, you can still verify that a pulse occurred because the scope will trigger and a trace will be drawn. To use this feature of the scope requires switching the trigger mode from “auto” to “norm”. If you are uncertain about this refer back to the description of the scope in the Motor Driver Lab. If there is a problem, identify and fix it, and then explain what went wrong. If you cannot solve the problem ask your TA for help.
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Figure 11.3 Timing Control Diagram

Figure 11.4 Using an LED to construct a digital signal indicator.
Figure 11.5 Pinout for the CMOS 4013 D flip flop.